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My preconceptions
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Samoa
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Savai’i
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Part 5

Afakasi


00:15 – 00:27
www.youtube.com/watch?v=u00b2QCnLtY


00:53 Ibid.


00:58 – 01:08

01:10 – 01:15

From left to right: 1) Virgin Siapo fibre deconstructed and plaited with water.
2) Virgin Siapo embossed with Kumara starch.
3) Virgin Siapo with beetroot rubbing.


Taylor, G. Youtube. www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JWyKWWqyxY
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Tagatapasifika1. Youtube. www.youtube.com/watch?v=JP18HPGjIcA